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Purpose: To undertake the first end-to-end cost-effectiveness
analysis of exome sequencing (ES) in rare disease diagnosis.

Methods: A cohort of 80 infants who underwent ES and usual
diagnostic care in parallel were used to model incremental cost and
health outcomes (quality adjusted life-years, QALYs) attributable to
ES diagnosis over a 20-year horizon. Three models were developed:
(1) outcomes in patients only, (2) outcomes in patients and first-
degree relatives as a result of cascade testing, and (3) outcomes in
patients and first-degree relatives including parental reproductive
outcomes.

Results: When the directly observed cost and health outcomes of
the cohort participants were projected, the use of ES resulted in a
gain of 7.39 QALYs and an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
(ICER) of AU$31,144.35 (i.e., cost per additional QALY gained).

When cascade testing in first-degree relatives was added, cost-
effectiveness increased, to a gain of 11.62 QALYs and an ICER of
AU$20,839.57. When parental reproductive outcomes were added,
cost-effectiveness increased again, with 36.00 QALYs gained and an
ICER of AU$14,235.28.

Conclusion: Use of ES in suspected monogenic disorders becomes
increasingly cost-effective as the benefits of ES data reanalysis,
cascade testing in first-degree relatives, and parental reproductive
outcomes are incorporated into modeling.
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INTRODUCTION
There is now substantial evidence that genomic tests such as
exome and genome sequencing (ES/GS) are of high diagnostic
and clinical utility in suspected pediatric rare genetic disease,
with a recent meta-analysis of 37 studies, comprising 20,068
children, indicating a three- to fourfold improvement in
diagnostic yield over the current accepted and funded first-
tier test, chromosomal microarray.1 However, most studies to
date have reported short-term outcomes of testing, such as
immediate changes in usual diagnostic care and management,
and very few have attempted to collect longer-term outcome
data.2–4

Furthermore, despite the increasing evidence of diagnostic
and clinical utility, there are very few studies of the cost-
effectiveness of the use of ES/GS for the diagnosis of suspected
monogenic disorders5,6 and fewer still have utilized outcome
measures recommended for economic evaluations by major
health technology assessment agencies such as survival or
quality adjusted life-years (QALYs). Systematic investigation of

the long-term clinical and cost impacts of genomic sequencing
is needed to guide its implementation into health systems and
services. Health system funders, in particular, need evidence for
policy, resource allocation, and service planning.
Whilst cost-effectiveness analysis can use a variety of

outcomes as a measure of effectiveness, such as prolongation
of life or adverse events avoided, the QALY combines an
assessment of longevity and quality of life outcomes that can
be attributed to a particular intervention. The QALY is
therefore the preferred metric of cost-effectiveness analysis
because it is the most holistic measure of intervention effects,
and is measured on a 0–1.00 scale that allows for comparison
across various interventions, allowing for analysis of the cost
of financial resources across competing therapeutic areas
within a health system budget.7 Whilst the Australian
Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC) does
not employ a specific threshold, evidence suggests therapies
are more likely to be reimbursed with a cost per QALY gained
of around AU$30,000 or less.8
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A recent systematic literature review3 reported eight full
economic evaluations in ES/GS studies, of which only two
incorporated cost–utility analysis (QALYs), one in relation to
secondary findings from next-generation sequencing (NGS)9

and the other in relation to bacterial genomic sequencing.10

Neither study is based on primary evidence found in
prospective clinical studies and neither applies to rare genetic
disease diagnosis.
We previously reported the first cost-effectiveness analysis

of singleton ES compared with standard diagnostic care in a
prospective clinical cohort of infants suspected of having
monogenic disorders. Like many studies, we initially only
reported cost-effectiveness in relation to cost per diagnosis as
a short-term measure. Our modeling data suggested a
potential saving of AU$2182 (US$1702) per additional
diagnosis compared with the standard diagnostic pathway if
ES is used as a first-tier sequencing test.5 A number of other
studies using retrospective or hypothetical cohorts of patients
with rare genetic disease have produced evidence supporting
the early use of genomic testing in rare disease to improve
cost-effectiveness of ES, but have similarly focused on the cost
per diagnosis and not taken account of health outcomes.11–15

We recently reported health outcomes related to the use of
ES for rare disease diagnosis using QALYs in the same
cohort,6 including a cost saving of AU$1578 per QALY gained
for the probands. Taking account of ES data reanalysis,
cascade testing, and reproductive service use by first-degree
relatives at 18 months, there was an additional cost of AU
$8118 per QALY gained due to genomic sequencing.
This study builds on our previous analyses to model the

incremental cost-effectiveness of ES in this prospectively
ascertained cohort of infants with suspected monogenic
disorders by projecting over a 20-year time horizon. We
combine this projection together with our previously
published data to produce the first end-to-end cost-
effectiveness analysis of ES in rare disease diagnosis, both in
the patients tested alone, and in their first-degree relatives.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
Infants with suspected monogenic disorders were recruited
from a single tertiary pediatric center (Royal Children’s
Hospital, Melbourne, Australia) as part of a study undertaken
by the Melbourne Genomics Health Alliance. The study was
part of the Melbourne Genomics Health Alliance demonstra-
tion project (http://www.melbournegenomics.org.au) and
received Human Research Ethics Committee approval (13/
MH/326). Informed written consent was obtained from the
parents of the participants.
Recruitment was prospective and is fully described

elsewhere.5,6 Briefly, infants aged 0–2 years were eligible if
presenting with multiple congenital abnormalities and
dysmorphic features or other features strongly suggestive of
monogenic disorders, for example, neurometabolic conditions
and skeletal dysplasias. Singleton ES was performed early in
the diagnostic trajectory as a first-tier sequencing test in

parallel with usual diagnostic care to develop counterfactual
models measuring the incremental cost differences of ES
versus standard care. Singleton ES was chosen for this study
in preference to NGS panel, or trio ES or GS, to balance
reduced sequencing costs (in comparison with trios) with the
opportunity to expand the genes analyzed based on evolving
phenotype information, and to reanalyze data in response to
new gene discoveries.
Information on all diagnostic investigations, including those

planned, was collected from referring clinicians and from medical
records. Analysis of ES data was limited to genes known to cause
monogenic disorders (the Mendeliome original size 2830 genes,
current size 3842 genes; publicly available at https://www.vcgs.
org.au/sites/default/files/downloads/TGW024_genelist_V3.pdf)
and only variants relevant to the participant’s phenotype were
assessed with regard to pathogenicity. We collected information
on continuing diagnostic investigation (including ES data
reanalysis), changes in management, cascade testing, and parental
reproductive outcomes in this cohort for a median duration of
473 days postresult as previously described.6

Specific health utility values for each child’s health state
were assigned based on parent-reported preferences for health
states using utility values derived from a 2009 pediatric health
utility study.16 Where possible we used patient reported
survey data to assign a health state to a child, with clinical
opinion being utilized when this was not available.

Health economic analysis
Diagnostic pathway costs
Stark et al.5 examined three counterfactual models for the
purpose of assessing the cost-effectiveness of incorporating ES
at different time points in the diagnostic trajectory. In model
1, ES was used as a last resort test performed after all other
diagnostic tests, including both actual and planned single-
gene and multigene panel tests, are exhausted; in model 2, ES
replaced single- and multigene panel tests and complex/
invasive tests; and in model 3, ES was used as a first-tier
sequencing test replacing all other tests apart from chromo-
somal microarray. For the purpose of the current study, we
have used model 2 because it most closely approximates likely
clinical practice upon introduction of ES as an early test. In
this model, patients undergo basic biochemical, imaging, and
neurophysiological studies and subspecialist assessments, as in
the standard diagnostic pathway, because these can guide
empiric management while a definitive diagnosis is awaited.
ES replaces all genetic testing except single-nucleotide
polymorphism microarray analysis because the ES assay used
was not accredited to detect structural variation. In this
model, ES also replaces complex biochemistry testing, which
is performed in specialized laboratories, and testing that is
burdensome for patients, such as invasive tissue biopsies.
Costs of sample shipments and of operating room/anesthetic
time are eliminated as a result. There are two consultations
with a clinical geneticist and genetic counselor per patient:
one for initial assessment and ES initiation and the other for
return of results.
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The observed costs by Stark et al.5 were revised to increase
the cost of ES from AU$2000.00 to AU$3100.00 (current price
from Victorian Clinical Genetic Services).17 This revision
increases the average cost of the ES diagnostic pathway from
AU$5913.79 to AU$7013.79 per patient. The average cost of
the standard diagnostic pathway remains at AU$4733.81,
which increases the average incremental cost of performing
ES from AU$1179.98 to AU$2279.98 per patient, and a total
cost of AU$182,398.16 for the cohort.
The cost of singleton ES currently varies between AU$1500

(South Eastern Area Laboratory Services, personal commu-
nication) and AU$3100 (Victorian Clinical Genetics Services)
in Australian laboratories. There is wide variation in the cost
of genomic testing internationally as well as in analysis and
reporting practices, which makes comparisons difficult, but
averages of USD$4859 (AU$6425.78) for trio exome sequen-
cing (ES) and USD$1944 (AU$2570.84) for singleton ES have
been reported in a recent benchmarking study.18

In sensitivity analysis we performed bootstrap simulations
in SAS version 9.4 with 5000 replications to estimate
total costs and QALYs in a cohort of 80 at the high/low
Australian price-points, original price-point of AU$2000,
and the average cost of singleton ES reported for the United
States.

Projection methodology
Due to the uncertainty in outcomes of rare genetic diseases
diagnosed in this cohort, the projection is set at 20 years. This
timeframe is considered adequate to examine the long-term
cost-effectiveness of ES, without projecting beyond reasonable
uncertainty.
This projection length differs from PBAC guidelines, which

advise that when a treatment is expected to affect mortality or
long-term outcomes, a lifetime projection is appropriate.19

Acknowledging this, extrapolations of up to 60 years are
explored in sensitivity analysis. A base case annual discount
ratio of 5% is applied, with sensitivity analysis of 3.5 and 0%,
in accordance with the PBAC guidelines.19

No deaths were assumed to occur as a result of syndromes
within the projections (apart from the observed death of
patient 204313). Overall survival probabilities were applied to

all projected cost and health outcomes using the latest
Australian life-table data.20

Population norm utility values were utilized to provide the
most accurate estimation of incremental utility gained by ES.
Assessment of quality of life (AQoL) utility norms were
sourced from a 2013 study on the Australian population. The
youngest age bracket was 16 to 19 years of age with a utility
norm of 0.87 (ref. 21). In absence of detailed utility norms for
children aged under 16, this utility norm of 0.87 is applied to
ages 0 to 16.
To apply age-specific overall survival probabilities and

utility norms, the cohort members are assumed to be 2 years
of age at the end of the follow-up period. The average age of
parents at the time of childbirth was found to be 33.1 and 30.7
for fathers and mothers respectively,22 which was weighted to
32 using Australian demographic statistics.23

Diagnostic costs are assumed to occur within the first year
of the model, at which time the patient is categorized as
diagnosed by ES, diagnosed by standard diagnostic care, or
undiagnosed. Using this assumption, diagnostic costs occur
prior to any annual discounting, whilst all costs and health
outcomes recorded during the follow-up period were subject
to one period of annual discounting compared with the costs
measured by Stark et al.6

Reanalysis is assumed to be performed once at 18 months
after an initial noninformative ES outcome (third year of the
model).
Cascade outcomes were included at two time points: the

outcomes deriving from the patients who were diagnosed on
initial ES testing (beginning of second year), and the cascade
outcomes of the patients diagnosed by reanalysis of ES data
(third year of the model).
Reproductive costs and outcomes were assumed to occur at

the beginning of the third year (Fig. 1).

RESULTS
Of the 80 patients, a total of 48 received a diagnosis; 26 of
these were diagnosed by ES only (4 of whom were diagnosed
by reanalysis of ES data). A total of 22 diagnoses were
achieved via the standard diagnostic pathway, inclusive of
those who would have been diagnosed had the next planned

Year 1
(no discounting)

Diagnostic
Pathway

Year 2
(one annual

discount
period)

Cohort
follow-up
outcomes

Cascade
testing 1

Year 3
(two annual

discount
periods)

Re-analysis
testing

Cascade
testing 2

Reproductive
outcomes

Fig. 1 Timing of Model Inputs
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test been undertaken. One diagnosis was made by standard
diagnostics only (not ES).
Cascade testing was offered to all parents to clarify

reproductive risks, and to siblings where clinically indicated.
Seventy-nine of 88 eligible first-degree relatives underwent
cascade testing. Twelve relatives of the infants diagnosed by
ES received a molecular diagnosis following cascade testing.
Two of these relatives had a change in management as a
result.
A total of 16 couples sought advice from reproductive

genetic services: 2 couples with undiagnosed children and 14
with diagnosed children. A total of nine pregnancies were
recorded in the diagnosed group. Of these, three were
diagnosed by ES only6 (Fig. 2).

Cost-effectiveness analysis
Model 1: cost and health outcomes in probands only
Cohort outcomes prior to reanalysis of ES data. Using ES to
replace single- and multigene panel tests and complex/inva-
sive tests was found to come at a cost of AU$182,398.16 above
the standard diagnostic pathway. Of the 80 patients, 10
infants incurred additional cost to the health system due to ES
diagnosis during follow-up, with 6 of these infants assumed to
have ongoing additional costs beyond follow-up. These
additional costs for the cohort were AU$51,465.65 when
projected over 20 years.

Three patients were recorded as experiencing altered health
outcomes as a result of ES diagnosis.6

Patient 204313 was diagnosed with combined oxidative
phosphorylation deficiency 11 (RMND1) and experienced life
prolongation of 12 months at severe disability for a QALY
gain of 0.59 (discounted to 0.56). Additional details on QALY

projections can be found in Table S1.
Patient 204405 had received an average of 2.5 blood

transfusions over the previous 2 years, prior to starting
treatment with prednisolone as a result of ES diagnosis.
Conservatively, it is expected that at least one blood trans-
fusion per year would have continued in absence of the ES
diagnosis. The ongoing need for transfusions is estimated to
result in a disutility of 0.06 (ref. 6). The model therefore
assumes a 0.06 QALY gain for each of the projected years,
resulting in a total QALY gain of 0.72.

Patient 204320 was diagnosed with thiamine transporter
dysfunction syndrome, due to compound heterozygous
pathogenic variations in SLC19A3. The patient experienced
onset of symptoms at 5 months, and progressed to a severe
level of disability (survey-reported health utility of 0.60) at the
age of 15 months, at which point the symptoms were stabi-
lized. A literature review of published thiamine transporter
dysfunction syndrome case studies indicates that symptoms
tend to worsen over time and stabilize at their present level of
disability upon diagnosis and treatment.24–32

Based on the clinical trajectory prior to diagnosis, we
estimate that without ES diagnosis, death would have occur-
red very rapidly at 41 months of age (see Table S1).

The projected outcomes for this patient result in 6.11
QALYs gained as a result of ES diagnosis.

Sensitivity analysis is performed in which the patient may
have received a diagnosis via further standard diagnostics at a
later time.

Cohort outcomes of ES data reanalysis. The total cost of
performing ES data reanalysis on unsolved cases with ongoing
suspicion of monogenic disorder at 18 months was AU

80 infants with
?monogenic

disorders

Diagnosed N=22 Diagnosed N=43

Relatives
diagnosed N=5

Relatives
diagnosed N=12

New diagnoses
N=0

New diagnoses
N=4

Siblings born N=6 Siblings born N=9

SoC ES

Ongoing SoC ES data reanalysis

Cascade testing Cascade testing

Reproductive services Reproductive services

Fig. 2 Diagnoses and Reproductive Outcomes
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$11,350.00. This represents a cost saving of AU$4234.94
compared with the ongoing standard diagnostic care costs of
$15,584.94, which occurred in parallel in this cohort per the
study design. One patient received a renal ultrasound as a
result of reanalysis diagnosis, at an additional cost of AU
$225.00 (ref. 6).

Reanalysis was modeled to occur in the third year of the
model, resulting in a total discounted cost saving of AU
$3637.13.

Adding the cost savings attributable to reanalysis of ES data
to the projected costs of the patients who were diagnosed
prior to reanalysis results in a total projected cost of AU
$47,828.51.

Total costs and health outcomes for the cohort. Combining
the projected cost of outcomes of the cohort (AU$47,828.51,
inclusive of reanalysis) with the costs of the diagnostic path-
way (AU$182,398.16) results in a cumulative cost of AU
$230,226.67, and a total QALY gain of 7.39, resulting in an
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of AU$31,144.35
per QALY gained (Table 1).

Model 2: cost and health outcomes in probands and first-
degree relatives

Cascade testing was offered to all parents to clarify
reproductive risks, and to siblings where clinically indicated.
At follow-up, cascade testing was found to come at a total
cost of AU$28,000 for the entire cohort, and an average cost
of AU$583.33 per diagnosed patient.6 Of the 26 patients
diagnosed by ES only, 22 were diagnosed on first analysis,
and the remaining 4 on reanalysis, resulting in discounted
costs of AU$555.56 each for those diagnosed on first
analysis, and discounted costs of AU$529.10 each for those
diagnosed on reanalysis. The total discounted cost of
cascade testing due to the additional diagnoses made by
ES was AU$14,338.62.
Two additional diagnoses were achieved as a result of ES

proband diagnosis, both with ongoing health/cost outcomes.
A parent was started on a cardiac surveillance program that

is estimated to come at a total cost of AU$3895.06 for the 20-
year projection.
Additionally, an asymptomatic sibling of patient 204320

was diagnosed with thiamine transporter dysfunction syn-
drome via cascade testing and commenced on treatment prior

to experiencing symptoms. The diagnosed sibling was 4 years
older than the proband.
To model the counterfactual scenario that would have

occurred without therapy, analysis of the symptom onset and
genotype–phenotype relationship of the condition was
undertaken.
A systematic review of thiamine transporter-2 deficiency

case studies found the mean average age of symptom onset
to be 3.5 years, with 80% of the 69 patients within
the review experiencing symptom onset before the age of
12 (ref. 30).
From this we assume that it is most likely the asymptomatic

sibling in our study would have developed symptoms within
childhood without prophylactic therapy. We therefore build
the base case counterfactual model assuming the sibling
would have experienced the same neurological deterioration
observed in the proband, beginning at 12 years of age.
Acknowledging the paucity of evidence regarding

genotype–phenotype relationships, a sensitivity analysis is
performed in which the sibling would never have experienced
symptom onset, and therefore no health outcomes are
attributed to the prophylactic therapy.
In our base case scenario, the prophylactic treatment of the

sibling comes at a cost saving of AU$6306.18 due to
hospitalizations and health resources avoided, and a total
QALY gain of 4.23.
Adding the projected costs and health outcomes from

cascade testing to the outcomes of the cohort resulted in a
cumulative cost of AU$242,154.17, and a cumulative QALY
gain of 11.62, resulting in an ICER of AU$20,839.57 per
QALY gained.

Model 3: cost and health outcomes of probands, first-
degree relatives, and parental reproductive outcomes
Three babies were born among the 26 families diagnosed by
ES only. One baby was born among the 32 families with no
diagnosis, resulting in a birth rate of 3.13%. From this we
assume that 0.8125 (26 × 3.13%) births would have resulted
among the 26 families diagnosed by ES if no diagnosis had
been made, resulting in 2.1875 additional births attributable
to ES. We therefore attribute 72.92% (2.1875/3) of all
projected costs and outcomes for the three recorded births
to the ES diagnosis.
One affected child was born in the ES diagnosis

group. The couple chose to continue an affected

Table 1 Cost-effectiveness outcomes ($AU)

Stage Cost of stage QALY gain

per stage

Cumulative cost Cumulative

QALY gain

Cumulative ICER

Cohort outcomes $230,226.67 7.39 $230,226.67 7.39 $31,144.35

Cohort+ cascade outcomes $11,927.50 4.23 $242,154.17 11.62 $20,839.57

Cohort+ cascade+ reproductive

outcomes

$270,351.42 24.38 $512,505.59 36.00 $14,235.28

ICER incremental cost-effectiveness ratio, QALY quality adjusted life-year.
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pregnancy after prenatal diagnosis because the condition
is potentially curable by bone marrow transplant-
ation (BMT).
The combined cost of reproductive outcomes for families

diagnosed by ES only are AU$270,351.42. See Table S2 for
details.
Conservatively, the BMT is assumed to result in a utility

state of 0.78 for the entire first year of life using the utility
state for “Survivors of pediatric intensive care for unspecified
reasons” derived by Kwon using Health Utilities Index (HUI2,
Table 3),33 with population norm utility assumed for the
remainder of the projection.
Both of the remaining births were unaffected and are

assumed to remain at population norm utility.
Additionally, both parents were assumed to benefit from a

utility gain of 0.07 each as a result of the birth of their
additional child based on the utility gained as a result of
fertility as reported for the Health Utilities Index (HUI2).34

Adjusting for the incremental birth rate of ES diagnosis, and
applying overall survival probabilities and annual discounting
results in a total projected QALY gain of 24.38 for
reproductive outcomes.
Adding the projected parental reproductive costs and

outcomes attributable to ES diagnosis to those of the proband
and first-degree relatives results in a cumulative cost of AU
$512,505.59, and a cumulative QALY gain of 36.00, resulting
in an ICER of AU$14,235.28 per QALY gained.

Sensitivity
Length of projection period and discount rates
When projection length is extended, or discount rates
reduced, ES becomes increasingly cost-effective (Table 2).

Bootstrapping and ES price sensitivity
The lower price for ES makes its use considerably more cost-
effective, with the ICER for cohort, cascade, and reproductive
outcomes being AU$10,654.20 per QALY gained at the lowest
price (AU$1500), and AU$13,029.23 at the average US price
(AU$2570.84) (Table 3).

Proband delayed diagnosis
In the unlikely event that patient 204320, who had received
an incorrect diagnosis following magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), had a further MRI 18 months after
symptom onset and received a correct diagnosis (see
Table S1), ICERs from the 20-year projection are
$54,320.83, $26,239.47, and $14,744.50, for models 1, 2, and
3 respectively.

Asymptomatic sibling
If we do not attribute any health outcomes to the
asymptomatic sibling of patient 204320, the prophylactic
treatment is found to come at a total cost of AU$1779.93 in
the 20-year projection. In this scenario ICERs are $31,144.35,
$33,851.73, and $16,383.78, for models 1, 2, and 3
respectively. Ta
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DISCUSSION
Genomic testing is a transformative technology and a growing
body of research anticipates it to have a major effect on rare
disease diagnosis and pediatric care.35,36

Despite being based on a clinical cohort, the study has some
limitations, particularly the need to make assumptions,
although based on available literature, about long-term
patient outcomes. Nonetheless, the outcomes are conservative
in using the highest current price for ES and selecting a 20-
year projection rather than a longer period in our base case.
The projection is also conservative in only modeling the
health outcomes of parental reproductive outcomes that
occurred within the follow-up period despite the fact that
parents may continue to have additional healthy children due
to ES diagnosis. The projection is also conservative in the
estimation of further diagnostic costs in the standard
diagnostic pathway. It is also likely that ongoing reanalysis
of genomic data in light of new gene discoveries and
improved bioinformatics pipelines will continue to yield
more diagnoses in the future,37,38 although it is currently
unclear if this may plateau as the pace of gene discovery slows.
Despite this, the model returns a very cost-effective ICER of
AU$31,144.35 when only accounting for the outcomes of the
cohort, improving to AU$20,839.57 and AU$14,235.28 as the
benefits in cascade-tested first-degree relatives and parental
reproductive outcomes are added to the model. It is important
to note that this is a prospectively ascertained cohort of
infants, who received genomic testing very early in the
diagnostic trajectory as a first-tier sequencing test. Many of
the health and economic benefits of early diagnosis, such as
avoidance of exhaustive investigation, opportunities to
influence management, and providing timely reproductive
advice are unlikely to be applicable if genomic testing is used
as a test of last resort later in the diagnostic trajectory.

This study has provided some important lessons in terms of
the development of robust economic studies in the field of
genomics. Firstly, clinical genetics is focused on treating
families, not just individuals, and thus it is critical that a
comprehensive cost-effectiveness study takes into account
both cascade testing and reproductive costs and health
impacts, which in our study resulted in a more cost-
effective outcome. Secondly, capturing health outcomes using
standard measures such as quality adjusted life-years gained
(QALYs) is essential for comparing the cost-effectiveness of
genomic testing with other types of testing or health
investment. As Sagoo et al.39 note, whilst there exist utility-
based willingness-to-pay thresholds for government funding,
there is no universally acknowledged willingness-to-pay
threshold for a diagnosis alone. Thirdly, comprehensive
studies take account of long-term outcomes. This is important
but also challenging in the case of rare diseases where there is
often scant data on long-term patient outcomes, particularly
for conditions for which the molecular basis of the disease has
only very recently been elucidated. Accordingly, sensitivity
analysis may be necessary to assess the impact of a range of
plausible outcomes. Finally, as this field emerges, the rigor of
analyses will improve as economists and clinicians working in
genomics collaborate together, thereby developing the eco-
nomic literacy of clinical geneticists and the genomic literacy
of economists.
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